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The USD Week: Bias is Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
Wed's FOMC decision is a key event risk. The Citi US economic surprise index
stands at +236.2 and so V-shaped economic rebound hopes are high. Markets
are functioning overall better and longer-dated yields remain at low levels and
so the Fed is widely expected to leave the Fed funds target rate at 0-0.25%,
with no change to QE either.
Euro SSA Snapshot: SSAs Buck Slowdown in a Momentous Week For Europe
- by David Corbell, p5-6
The euro SSA market defied the broader slowdown experienced by other asset
classes last week with total supply rising to EUR6.175bn, accounting for over
72% of the week's overall supply.

Emerging Markets: CLP May Lose Out During Rest of The Year as Political Risk
Increases - by Christopher Shiells, p7-9
The Chilean Peso has been Latin America's best-performing currency this year,
but is still softer vs the USD, down 4.5%, although this pales in comparison to
the 24.5% drop in the BRL. Amid the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic and
lockdown, the CLP's losses peaked at ca. 15% vs the USD.
US Investment Grade: It's the Same Old Song
- by Ken Jaques, p10
Early indications have August, a notoriously slow issuance month – over the
past decade, August has averaged $69.679bln in ex-SSA issuance – producing
no more than $55bln in new high-grade issuance. That's in stark contrast to the
year-to-date monthly average of $186bln, a pace that most thought could not
be maintained throughout the year.

China Insight: Xi Has Strong Preference For Monetary Policy Normalisation
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
We think PBOC will leave liquidity just ample enough for the market to absorb
new bond supply without resulting in a big surge of funding pressure. Against this
backdrop, we will likely see a rangebound China government bond market over
the most of the rest of Q3.
Know The Flows: Equity Fund Flows Proving Hard to Stimulate
- by Cameron Brandt, p12
The third week of July saw European leaders agree on a $830 billion ‘rescue fund’
and the Nasdaq Index hit a new record high while US lawmakers negotiated the
outlines of what would be a fifth fiscal package to combat the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
US 10yr TIPS – Poised For New Record Lows Under -100.8
- by Ed Blake, p14
Sell into near-term gains as we await a return to the -100.8 record low, perhaps
projections at -109.8/-128.6. Stop above the -67.7/-63.1 resistance cluster.
USD Index – Bears Eye 61.8% Retracement Next
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Scope is seen for a deeper decline to 93.883/93.713, possibly 91.731. Above
96.355 eases pressure.
Gold/Silver Ratio – Risk Through 79.119 to 75.278/72.409
- by Ed Blake, p16
Sell into near-term corrective gains as we await a downtrend extension through
79.119 to 75.278/72.409. Place a protective stop above the 94.510/94.884 zone.
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The USD Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 4
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The USD Week – cont’d
Expected Usd Index trading range is 93.25-94.75.
US data highlights come via Thursday's US Q2 GDP (advance) forecast at a barely
believable -35.0% q/q annualised vs -5.0% last. Note Bloomberg poll extremes are -26.2%
and -40.0%. Initial claims on the same day could garner some added negative interest too.
Friday sees the batch of PI/personal spending and PCE reports. The latter, of course, is the
Fed's preferred inflation measure, tipped at 0.9% y/y and 1.0% in the core.

The US and China relations/tensions will remain front and centre. Are equities too
complacent as Chinese authorities entered the US consulate in Chengdu today after the
mission shut down, while Bridgewater's Dalio warned conflict between the US and China
could hit the Dollar if it escalates into a "capital war."?
RISK - Not enough for you? How about early reports suggesting Usd selling for month-end
(Barclays).

The earnings season continues, with the likes of McDonalds and Ffizer (Tue), GM, Boeing
and facebook (Wed), KraftHeinz and Amazon (Thu) and ExxonMobil and Caterpillar (Fri) up.
Ahead, is the still bid S&P 500 capped at least near-term at 3280 (Jul 23)?
Talking of the Fed, Wed's FOMC decision is a key event risk. See, top right of the
Dashboard, the Citi US economic surprise index stands at +236.2 and so V-shaped
economic rebound hopes are high. Markets are functioning overall better and longerdated yields remain at low levels and so the Fed is widely expected to leave the Fed funds
target rate at 0-0.25%, with no change to QE either.
Forward guidance/language is likely to be little different from the intimation of no
tightening for two years, while press conference-wise Powell is likely to offer similar to his
June Congress testimony of “until the public is confident the disease is contained, a full
economic recovery is unlikely”.
Plenty of other topics of possible discussion and risk of course, including yield curve
control (seem unlikely), change/review policy setting framework such as tolerant of 2%plus inflation and thereby even looser monetary policy (more likely Sep or Dec) and an
even more pessimistic assessment given COVID developments and second wave/exiting
the re-opening of economy worries.
Bipartisan talks on a next US fiscal stimulus bill will turn critical: ING remark Reps have
delayed the announcement of their stimulus package (amid divisions?) as Usd 600 payouts
are set to expire. Dems likely to demand more and hundreds of blns of Dollars in new aid
to state and local govts (Politico).
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• Last week's break under Mar's 94.650 base suggested a multi-month top under
102.992 (20 Mar peak)
• Risk now seen to 61.8% of the 2018-20 rally (88.253-102.992) at 93.883, which lies just
ahead of the Sep/Jul'18 lows at 93.914/.713
• Potential for a bounce is growing, but rallies should fade towards 95.412, poss 95.716
(Jun former low)
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Euro SSA Snapshot: SSAs Buck Slowdown in a Momentous
Week For Europe
By David Corbell, Head of Credit, Europe
The euro SSA market defied the broader slowdown experienced by other asset classes last
week with total supply rising to EUR6.175bn, accounting for over 72% of the week's overall
supply, including a brace of HY deals that were closing Friday.
That is well up on the EUR1.25bn raised the previous week. However, as the chart below
shows, that still places the week firmly at the lower end of the range seen since late March,
as markets fall further into the shadow of seasonal infleunces.

Including last week's contribution, the YTD haul from SSA issuers via single currency deals
now stands at a jumbo EUR469.63bn. It also pushes the YTD tally further into record
territory while also representing over 45% of the YTD haul across all asset classes in 2020
which now stands at EUR1.032.49bn.
And largely thanks to a blistering H1, last week's contribution also leaves euro supply from
SSA issuers running 61% ahead of the pace seen at the same stage in 2019.

continued page 6
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Euro SSA Snapshot – cont’d
Taking a top line view, there was plenty of demand to go around last week where combined
order books tallied a healthy EUR16.75bn+ for the EUR6.175bn raised.
Standing out, and accounting for over half (53%) of those orders, was KfW's latest Green
offering (EUR3bn Sep 2028) which was underpinned by over EUR9bn of orders. That
demand also facilitated some cost effective funding for KfW too with the deal landing at a
slender 1bps premium to its existing curve.

Dollars still active
Another recurring theme was that the dollar market remained active with the USD8.75bn
marking a slight increase on the USD7.75bn raised the week prior.
Tuesday saw World Bank raise USD5bn in 5yr funding via a Global Sustainable Development
Bond with a NIC of around 1bp on a USD6bn+ book.

Also selling Green paper last week was Eurofima (EUR300m 6yr and EUR250m Oct 2034 tap)
although demand was much more restrained at EUR785m combined across the two lines.

That was followed on Wednesday by CPPIB Capital who took USD1bn from the market via
5yr Reg S/144a offering on USD1.65bn+ in orders.

Lithuania also saw strong investor interest of EUR4.75bn (EUR6bn peak) for its EUR1.75bn
long-dated line which printed an eye-catching 15bps inside initial guidance.

On Thursday, SEK brought a USD600m 4yr Global line on demand of USD725m+ with the
final NIC pegged by leads at around 1bp and Ukraine raised USD2bn via a Reg S/144a Mar
2033 note.

The week's supply came as Europe took a major step forward in terms of deeper integration
in the form of Monday's agreement between heads of state on the EU's pandemic recovery
fund. And while some countries signed up through gritted teeth, the deal was done which
also takes some of the heat off the ECB to reduce financial fragmentation (country spreads).
With that, Italian bonds were big winners with the 10yr BTP yield hitting its lowest level
since March at 0.974%.
Otherwise last week, syndicated SSA issuers faced relatively light competition from sales of
European sovereign debt via regular auction.
Germany allotted EUR4.081bn 2022 Schatz on Tuesday and EUR1.261bn of 2048 Bunds on
Wednesday, the same day as Portugal sold EUR1.25bn 2026 & 2030 PGBs.
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Public pipeline
** The UK DMO currently plans to schedule at least two syndicated offerings in the period
September to November 2020 and will be seeking feedback from gilt market participants on
the type and maturity of gilts to be sold and the timing of these transactions at the
forthcoming consultations on 27 July 2020. Planned dates for syndications, (subject to
market demand and conditions), will be announced at least two weeks in advance and may
be additional to the operations listed above or they may substitute for previously
announced auctions.
** EUROPEAN UNION - BARCLAYS, DEUTSCHE BANK, DZ BANK and HSBC held a Global
Investor Call (15-Jul) which focused on the upcoming issuance under new lending
instrument SURE (Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency) established in
the context of the COVID-19 crisis.
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CLP May Lose Out During Rest of Year as Political Risk Increases
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
Chilean Peso has been region's best performer this year
The Chilean Peso has been Latin America's best-performing currency this year, but is still softer vs
the USD, down 4.5%, although this pales in comparison to the 24.5% drop in the BRL. Amid the
peak of the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown, the CLP's losses peaked at ca. 15% vs the USD.
Since mid-March the CLP rebounded to pare most of this year's loss (+10% vs the USD since 18
March) as Chinese demand for copper, Chile's top export, broke records.
This has been mirrored by the EPFR country fund flows data (see dashboard below), which shows
Chilean bonds saw massive net outflows between the end of February and the end of March, but
have since begun to pick-up, whilst net outflows from Chilean equities have plateaued.
Looking at the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
Coronavirus infections have surpassed 330,000 in Chile and more than 8,000 people have died (as
of July 20). The outbreak and lockdown measures have been a significant drag on the economy.
The central bank expects GDP to slump by between 5.5% and 7.5% this year, after Q1 growth of
3.0% q/q, recovering from Q3's 4.08% contraction (social unrest driven - see below).
The economy is recovering, but still falling. The economic activity index fell 15.31% m/m in May,
after declines of 14.1% in April and 3.08% in March. The index in May was at its lowest level since
September 2012. Mining accounts for 9% of total activity for Chile and it has been more resilient
and limited during the downtrend. Mining activity fell 0.6% m/m in May after an advance of 0.8%
in April and a decline of 1.4% in March. However, an increase in Covid-19 cases among mining
workers could bring about additional restrictions and slow output, leading to an additional drag
on 2020 growth.
Volatility expected from Chilean Pension bill
Chilean Congress earlier in July approved a law that allows people to withdraw 10% of savings
from their retirement accounts (AFPs) to cover for lost income due to the coronavirus crisis. The
bill is being voted on in the Senate this week.
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It is widely expected that if the pension withdrawal bill becomes law in Chile this will spark big
outflows from the funds, putting pressure on local bonds, but may temporarily boost the CLP.
BBVA estimates up to USD18bn in pension fund outflows in total if the bill is approved. Given
higher liquidity for foreign assets, it is expected that the pension funds faced with short-term
needs for cash to meet these withdrawals would have to liquidate these external assets over the
short term. This would drive near term CLP appreciation, as the liquidation of these assets (both
fixed income and equities) would lead to FX flows that would need to be converted to CLP. In the
mid-term, there could also be a liquidation of local fixed income holdings, leading to steepening
pressures on the sovereign/Camara curves.
However, the extent of the outflows from local currency assets is unknown. AFPs have little more
than half of their USD200bn in assets under management in local fixed income and may try to
maintain that allocation. Bice Invesionnes has estimated that if everyone withdrew the 10% of
savings allowed by the bill, then the AFPs would have to sell about USD10bn in local notes “which
would have a one-time effect of pushing local yields up about 30bp". Scotiabank estimates sales
of as much as USD2.8bn in local currency Treasury bonds alone.
In the long-term, the effects will be more fiscal as the bill requires the government to cover for
part of the withdrawn funds, and lower pensions. It has also perhaps added to Chile's risk
premium as resources once seen as untouchable are now in play every time there is an
emergency, increasing country risk.
However, passage of the bill is not a forgone conclusion. The government has opposed the bill, as
it only helps a small portion of people with enough savings and will affect future pensions. This
may further fuel the social tensions that led to the huge protests of late 2019, which as we discuss
later, may again rear its head with the Constitutional referendum in October. Instead, it hopes to
convince lawmakers to support its own package of measures that reach many more people,
according to Finance Minister Brione.
continued page 8
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
Constitutional referendum in October
A constitutional referendum, delayed until October from April by the pandemic, could stir a
return to the unrest that swept the nation last year. Recall in October last year, Civil
protests swept through Chile in response to a raise in the Santiago Metro's subway fare,
sparking a wave of anger over the increased cost of living, privatisation and inequality.

There is a risk that the CLP could see a catch-up rally with copper having lagged over the
last month, which saw the correlation drop below 0.5 (see dashboard above). However the
increased risk premium now being priced into the CLP could keep correlation below
average.in the near-term.

In response the government promised a referendum on a new constitution, and if they
want it to be drafted by a "Constitutional Convention," made up by elected members or a
"Mixed Constitutional Convention," made up by half current MPs and half by elected
citizens. A second vote in April 2021, alongside municipal and gubernatorial elections,
would elect the members of the Constitutional Convention, and a third vote would accept
or reject the new constitution after it is drafted, expected to occur in 2022. So a long
drawn out process that has the time and potential to see protests erupt again.
The coronavirus has dampened the risk of unrest in the short term, but in the coming
months and years the economic crises brought about by the coronavirus will only heighten
social pressures and create the potential for even greater instability and even more social
unrest.
The social unrest at the end of last year was a major driver of the CLP to the downside and
that has the potential to flare up again in October. The change in the constitution is the
government's attempt to placate the protesters
Several challenges for the Chilean peso
As mentioned at the start, the CLP has seen a strong rebound since mid-March, but looking
ahead for the rest of this year, our view is that risks are tilted towards renewed weakness
as investors brace for the return of political risk. The pension fund withdrawal impact is • Declined from 878.96 (2020 peak - 19 March) to 758.88 (5 June base), before resuming the long-term
likely to be just a one-off move and ultimately the driving forces will remain political/virus
uptrend to reach 824.90 (19 June high)
and fundamental. The positive impact on the CLP will be temporary. Also working against • While subsequent easing holds the 756.87/758.88 zone (17 month rising trendline and 5 June low),
the CLP is the BCCh's policy response, with the CB cutting rates to fight the pandemic and
watch for a recovery resumption re-opening 824.90
promising to keep rates low, this has reduced the currency's carry appeal.
• Above would confirm a higher base over 758.88 and suggest gains over 833.09 (61.8% retrace of
878.96/758.88 fall) opening 850.62-867.17 zone (76.4% retrace and 21/1 April lower highs)
Thus we expect that USD/CLP could see a near term drop towards the 756.87/758.88
•
Only below 756.87/758.88 would avert and risk a deeper setback to 742.90 (27 December 2019 higher
support zone, but this would just open up opportunities to establish a long position,
low).
targeting 833 and then 850.
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US Investment Grade: It's the Same Old Song
By Ken Jaques
The Street is so adamant about the fact that high grade ex-SSA issuance this week will more
resemble the past two weeks - $11.8bln and $6.6bln, respectively – than the previous two
weeks - $16.675bln and $22.775bln, respectively – that some are already looking ahead to the
prospects for August, which don't look promising.

Early indications have August, a notoriously slow issuance month – over the past decade,
August has averaged $69.679bln in ex-SSA issuance – producing no more than $55bln in new
high-grade issuance.

That's in stark contrast to the year-to-date monthly average of $186bln, a pace that most
thought could not be maintained throughout the year.

But before we get into next month, we still have a full week of July to address. As it stands
right now, the month of July, a month where issuance has been hampered by earnings
blackouts, has produced a rather disappointing $41.4bln.

On average, the respondents to our weekly issuance poll are looking for a paltry $14.5bln in
ex-SSA issuance to price this week. That would rank as the fourth lowest issuance week of the
year. The estimates ranged from a low of $10bln, to a high of $20bln.

Some have blamed the recent slowdown in issuance on the sprint to liquidity earlier this year,
in preparation for a long drawn out bout with the economic ramifications of the COVID-19
pandemic having finally caught up with borrowers. “The massive capital raising effort appears
to have stretched some companies' balance sheets to the limit,” suggested one analyst.
“Increased debt loads coupled with decreased earnings have raised leverage to disturbing
levels. It may just have put many companies in a precarious position should the spread of the
virus not be brought under control sooner, rather than later.”

But others disagree, citing the continued spread of the coronavirus. “There will be double and
triple dippers, if need be, since this whole leverage thing should not be a concern because
with Fed-backing, the whole leverage issue is irrelevant for now," added another market
analyst.

While expectations for the month were a bit above average ($98.7bln), we'll need to see at
least $30bln just to reach the lowest estimate for the month of $70bln. And, according to the
results of our issuance poll, we'll be lucky if half that amount crosses the tape this week.
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China Insight: Xi Has Strong Preference For Monetary Policy
Normalisation
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
In a key speech delivered at a symposium with corporate leaders in Beijing on Tuesday (21 July).
President Xi (as per China Daily) urged better implementation of aid packages for businesses, with
steps to enforce a more proactive fiscal policy and more prudent and flexible monetary policy to
ensure macro policies are more targeted and effective, adding that China will continue with measures
to cut taxes, fees, rents and interest rates and ensure its various aid measures can be channeled
directly to the grassroots and benefit market players.
Before that, President Xi at a meeting on 22 Feb (5 months ago) pledged to exercise more flexibility in
monetary easing.
The word "prudent" re-appeared in Xi's speech on Tuesday, echoing PBOC's bias in favour of a
normalisation of the monetary policy.
Taking a look at open market operations (OMO) conducted in the recent week, we find that PBOC has
been very cautious in managing liquidity. It seems that PBOC wants to have the 7-day interbank repo
locked in a 2.00-2.30 range (chart 1). We think PBOC will leave liquidity just ample enough for the
market to absorb new bond supply (chart 2) without resulting in a big surge of funding pressure.
Against this backdrop, we will likely see a rangebound China government bond market over the most
of the rest of Q3 (chart 3).
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Know The Flows: Equity Fund Flows Proving Hard to
Stimulate
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The third week of July saw European leaders agree on a $830 billion ‘rescue fund’ and the Nasdaq
Index hit a new record high while US lawmakers negotiated the outlines of what would be a fifth
fiscal package to combat the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. But these developments drew a
stronger reaction from fixed income investors, with EPFR-tracked Bond Funds posting their third
largest weekly inflow year-to-date – and on record -- while Equity Funds collectively chalked up
their fourth outflow in the past six weeks.
Equity Fund groups dedicated to popular sectors continue to attract fresh money, as do those
with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates. But, as
was the case during the second quarter, the list of top money magnets quarter-to-date is
dominated by fixed income and cash management fund groups. However, two Equity Fund groups
that were in the bottom 10 during 2Q20, Global and China Equity Funds, are currently in the top
10 QTD.
Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds saw a net $3.7 billion flow out during the week ending July 22
with Emerging Markets Equity Funds accounting for over three-quarters of the headline number.
Investors committed $680 million to Alternative Funds, $24.5 billion to Bond Funds and $40.8
billion to Money Market Funds. In the case of the latter, Europe Money Market Funds recorded
inflows for the 13th time in the past 16 weeks despite the prevalence of negative yields among
this group.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows into Italy Bond Funds jumped to a 22-week
high, Singapore Bond Funds took in fresh money for the 12th week running and UK Equity Funds
posted their ninth outflow in the past 10 weeks. Money flowed into Municipal Bond Funds for the
11th straight week, Total Return Bond Funds took in over $2 billion for the eighth time year-todate and Bank Loan Funds chalked up their 46th outflow in the past 52 weeks.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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US 10yr TIPS – Poised For New Record Lows Under -100.8
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Declined from 65.5 (19 March top) via -32.7 (5 June lower high) to threaten -96.0 (recent 30.3/-63.1 range target)

•

Negative studies suggest a return to -100.8 (9 March record low), possibly -109.8 (.618
projection of 65.5/-63.1 fall from -30.3)

•

Sustained easing would then threaten a pair of long-term Fibonacci projections at -128.6/137.4

•

-67.7/-63.1 (1 July high/15 April low, near 50DMA) should cap corrective gains - above
relieves for -48.7 (16 June high)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term gains as we await a return to the -100.8 record low, perhaps projections at 109.8/-128.6. Stop above the -67.7/-63.1 resistance cluster
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

-17.5
-30.3
-48.7
-63.1
-75.5

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

-96.0
-100.8
-109.8
-128.6
-137.4

Resistance Levels
31 March 2020 lower high, near 200DMA
20 April 2020 high/former range cap, near 5 June 2020 lower high at -32.7
16 June 2020 high
15 April 2020 low/former range support, near 1 July 2020 lower high (-67.7) & 50DMA (-62.2)
13 July 2020 high
Support Levels
-30.3/-63.1 range target
9 March 2020 record low, near .764 projection of 117.0/-100.8 fall from 65.5 at -100.9
.618 projection of 65.5/-63.1 fall from -30.3
.764 projection of 65.5/-63.1 fall from -30.3
.618 projection of 315.8/-95.8 fall from 117.0
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USD Index – Bears Eye 61.8% Retracement Next
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• In the process of forming a strong bearish monthly candle for July, reinforcing March’s 102.992
spike high
• RSI failed to reach overbought territory on the prior rally from 88.253 = weakening trend/start
of bear trend

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Scope is seen for a deeper decline to 93.883/93.713, possibly 91.731. Above 96.355 eases
pressure.
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Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

100.931
99.667
97.622
96.355
95.716

6 April 2020 high
1 October 2019 high
1 July 2020 high
31 December 2019 low
10 June 2020 low

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

93.883
91.731
90.932
88.253
86.760

Support Levels
61.8% of 88.253-102.992 rally, near the 21 September & 9 July 2019 lows at 93.814/93.713
76.4% of 88.253-102.992 rally, near the 100-Month MA (approx. 91.58)
1 March 2018 high
16 February 2018 low
200-Month MA (approx.)
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Gold/Silver Ratio – Risk Through 79.119 to 75.278/72.409
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Accelerated the ratio decline through a 9¼ year rising trendline at 84.334 and four-month
bear channel support at 82.943

•

Bearish studies suggest tests of 79.119/78.859 (2019 low – 4 September/50% retrace of
30.512/127.205, 2011-2020 rally)

•

Sustained easing would expose the 2018 low at 75.278 (15 June), perhaps 72.409 (30 May
2017 higher low)

•

Short-term corrective gains are possible amid oversold studies, but 94.510/94.884 (2 June
low/17 July high) should cap

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term corrective gains as we await a downtrend extension through 79.119 to
75.278/72.409. Place a protective stop above the 94.510/94.884 zone
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

115.969
107.933
101.281
94.884
86.835

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

79.119
75.278
72.409
68.257
64.201

Resistance Levels
5 May 2020 lower high
10 April 2020 former low
24 June 2020 lower high
17 July 2020 lower high, near 2 June 2020 former low at 94.510 and 200DMA at 95.632
20 February 2020 former low
Support Levels
2019 low – 4 September, near 50% retrace of 30.512/127.205, 2011/2020 rally at 78.859
2018 low -15 June
30 May 2017 higher low
31 March 2017 higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 30.512/127.205, 2011/2020 rally at 67.449
2016 low – 4 July, near 1 August 2016 higher low at 65.409
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
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